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DALI-2 Instances
Overview

Functionality

•

Instances are used for Integration in
systems with a DALI-2 central control unit

•

Each functionality of an input device can
be an instance of the device.
Examples:

DALI-2 devices in Instance mode are for use in
systems with higher-level DALI-2 compatible
controls / central control units, such as for
example by WAGO, Beckhoff, etc.

•

o

4 Pushbuttons of a DALI-2 Switch
would each be an instance so in total 4
instances (with type: pushbutton)

o

Sensors of a DALI-2 Combi Sensor
Module: light sensor, motion sensor,
temperature sensor, etc. would each be
an instance of the module

There are different DALI -2 Instance types
available (specified in the DALI-2
standard):
o

o

Instance Type 1: pushbutton, (62386301)
Instance Type 2: analog input (62386302) (used for all other inputs: sliders,
rotary buttons, temperature sensors,
humidity sensors, air pressure sensors,
air quality sensors, etc.)

o

Instance Type 3: motion detection
measurement (PIR), (62386-303)

o

Instance Type 4: light intensity
measurement, (62386-304)

DALI-2 input devices in instance mode do not
send DALI control commands. Instead the
higher level control units process the status of
each instance in the system and send the
necessary DALI control commands.
Each control device pushbutton or other input
method (pushbutton, rotary button, etc.) and
each detectable sensor value (motion, light,
temperature, etc.) is a separate DALI-2
instance of the DALI-2 input device. The
instance type is specified by the DALI-2
standard.
The state/value of each instance can always be
queried via a “Query” command.
Or it can be set that instances automatically
send a DALI-2 event message when changing
their state/value.
These instance event messages can be
activated or deactivated (independent of the
other device instances), filtered and priorities
of event messages can be set. Details on the
configuration options can be found in the next
section.
To structure instances it is also possible to
assign all instances to one or several instance
groups.
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•

Instance Settings: General
Each instance can be configured individually.
The settings in this section are valid for all
instance types, (i.e., regardless if pushbutton,
or sensor etc.)
Enable / Disable
If instances are not required, they can be
deactivated. In this case, event messages are
not sent, and the measured values are not
updated. They can, however, still be queried
via a “Query” command, and the DALI-2
configuration commands and queries are still
supported.
Event Scheme
The event scheme determines which
information is transferred with the event. This
information is required, to enable recognition
and / filtering of events on the bus. The
following 5 options are available:
•

Instance addressing:
instance type and instance number
Example instance type (iT) 1, instance Number(iN) 1

•

Device Addressing:
device address and instance type

Device/Instance Addressing:
device address and instance number
Example: device address A02, instance number (iN) 1

•

Example instance group iG02, instance type (iT) 1

➔ If no primary instance group is set - falls
back to instance addressing

Instance group
Each instance of an input device can be
assigned to up to 3 instance groups.
(of the 32 instance groups available).
The "Primary Group" is used for the event.
Instances of different input devices can be
assigned to the same instance group
Instance type
The instance type defines which DALI-2
standard is valid for this instance. (The
different instance types are specified in the
DALI-2 standard, each input device can
include up to 32 different instance types).
Instance number
Each instance in a device has a unique
instance number. (assigned by the
manufacturer)
Device group
The device can be assigned to up to 32
device groups (0...31). The lowest device
group is used for the event.

Example device address A02, instance type (iT) 1

•

Instance Group Addressing:
Instance group and instance type

Device Group Addressing:
Device group and instance type
Example: DALI-2 device group G02,
instance type (iT) 1

Device address
After DALI Addressing each device has a
DALI address (input devices have a DALI-2
control address 02..632). With this address
the device can be clearly addressed. A
different device address can be assigned if
needed (Attention: no devices should have
the same address).

➔ If not part of any DALI-2 group falls back
to instance addressing
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Example Instance Groups

Event Filter
Selection from the available events / states
that will trigger an event message when on
change.

set for each instance. It determines the maximum time between a sent event and
resending.

Event Priority
only for instance types 2, 3 and 4
The event priority determines the order in
which events are sent when they occur
simultaneously on the bus. Priority 2 = highest
and 5 = lowest.
Dead Time
only for instance types 2, 3 and 4
The dead time can be set for each instance. It
determines the time that must pass before an
event can be sent again. This also applies if the
event information (measured value) changes.
If no dead time is required, it can be
deactivated.
Report Time
only for instance types 2, 3 and 4
By using the report timer, the value is sent periodically as a DALI-2 event regardless of the
value changing. The event is sent cyclically
with the report time. The report time can be
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Hysteresis
only for instance types 3 and 4
Not every change in value leads to an event
being generated. The hysteresis can be used to
set which percentage change is necessary to
trigger a new transmission. Attention, the
hysteresis band is not arranged symmetrically.
The following applies:
Increasing value:
The condition for an event is only fulfilled if
the next value falls below the previous
value minus the hysteresis or if the next
value is greater than the previous value.
Decreasing value:
the condition for an event is only fulfilled if
the next value exceeds the previous value
plus the hysteresis or the next value is
smaller than the previous value.
Hysteresis Min
only for instance types 2,3 and 4
Is the minimal hysteresis value that cannot be
fallen below of.
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Instance Settings: Instance Type 1 Pushbutton
As defined in the standard, the following
events are supported and sent on the DALI bus
as INPUT NOTIFICATIONs:
Event
name

Event
Informati
on
Button
0
released (0000b)
Button
1
pressed (0001b)
Short
2
press
(0010b)

Double
press

5
(0101b)

Long
press
start
Long
press
repeat

9
(1001b)

Long
press
stop
Button
free
Button
stuck

12
(1100b)

11
(1011b)

14
(1110b)
15
(1111b)

Description

The button is released
The button is pressed
The button is pressed and
released, without being
pressed quickly again (in
case of double press
enabled), or the button is
pressed and quickly
released (in case double
press is disabled)
The button is pressed and
released, quickly followed
by another button press
The button is pressed
without releasing it
Following a long press
start condition the button
is still pressed, the event
occurs at regular intervals
as long as the condition
holds
Following a long press
start condition, the button
is released
The button has been stuck
and is now released
The button has been
pressed for a very long
time and is assumed
stuck.

Event Filter
Selection from the available events / states
described before:
Button pressed, button released, short
press, double press, long press start, long
press repeat, long press stop, button
stuck/free press
will trigger a DALI-2 event message.
Event Timer
Definition of the timing for the available
events/states in milliseconds:
short press timer: duration of the button
press to count as a short key press
double press timer: timing between a
double press
Repeat Timer: duration between sending
repeat events during a long key press
Stuck Timer: duration the button must be
pressed before it is considered to be stuck.
Examples
Event from instance type 1 (iT1) instance Number 1 (iN1)
Event 2 (0010b): short press

Event from instance type 1 (iT1) instance Number 0 (iN0)
Event 9 (1001b): long press start
Event 11 (1011b): long press repeat
Event 12 (1100b): long press stop

Further parameters of the pushbutton
instances are event filters and event timers
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Instance Settings: Instance Type 2 Analog Input
The input value of the analogue instance corresponds to the value of the assigned slider or
rotary button. If this value is changed, the instance generates a DALI-2 event.
Parameters of the analogue input device
instances are: event filter, event timers, report
time and deadtime
Event and Event Filter
If the event filter is selected for an event/state
the respective value change will trigger an
event message. if the filter is deactivated, no
event messages will be sent
Available states depends on the instance:
Examples:
• Instance: Touchpanel Slider
Event: position tapped on the slider
• Rotary - Button: position of the rotary
movement
Report time, Dead time and Hysteresis are described in the section “General Settings” on
page 4.

Instance Settings: Instance Type 3 Motion sensor
Is an instance standardized by DALI-2 (62386303), for sensors that detect motion.
The sensor switches between the following
states:
• People in the room and movement
(0xFF)
• People in the room and no movement
(0xAA)
• Empty room (0x00)
If the sensor detects movement, it
immediately changes to the state: "people in
the room and movement”. This state is exited
after 1 second at the earliest if no further
movement is detected. In this case it changes
DALI-2 Instances, Information

to the state “People in the room and no
movement”. After the hold time has expired it
changes to the state “Empty room”.
Hold Time
Is the time that must pass before the state
“people in the room and no movement” is
changed to the state “empty room”. If
movement is detected during this time the
state is changed back to: “People in the room
and movement”.
Query Input Value
The current sensor state can be queried using
this DALI command. The following values are
possible: 0x00, 0xAA,0xFF
(see paragraph above for the possible states)
Event
the sensor status is transmitted by events. The
following event information is available:
Bit0 = 0: No Movement
Bit0 = 1: Movement
Bit2/Bit1 = 00: Vacant
Bit2/Bit1 = 10: Still Vacant
Bit2/Bit1 = 01: Occupied
Bit2/Bit1 = 11: Still Occupied
Bit3 = 1: Movement Sensor
Bit5..Bit9 = 0: unused
More details can be found in the standard
62386-303.
Event Filter
The event filter defines for which status
change an event is generated.
Filter options:
“Occupied” - Event
“Vacant” - Event
“Still Vacant/ Still Occupied” - Event
“Movement” - Event
“No Movement” - Event
Report time and Dead time are described in
the section “General Settings” on page 4.
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Instance Settings: Instance Type 4 Light sensor
is an instance standardized by DALI-2 (62386304). The current light value (lux) is measured
by the sensor and can either be queried using
a “Query” command or can be automatically
provided by the sensor using an event.

•
•

Air pressure sensor: air pressure value
Air Quality Sensor: air quality value

Report time, Dead time and Hysteresis are described in the section “General Settings” on
page 4.

Examples generic Instances
Event
Light value measurement
Event Filter
If the event filter is selected for the light value
change will trigger an event message. if the filter is deactivated, no events will be sent
Report time, Dead time and Hysteresis are described in the section “General Settings” on
page 4.

Instance Settings: Instance Type 0 Generic
The input value of a generic instance corresponds to the value of the assigned sensor
value, the instance generates a DALI-2 event.
For generic instance types information about
resolution and value range can be queried.
Parameters of the generic input device
instances are: event filter, event timers, report
time and deadtime
Event and Event Filter
If the event filter is selected for an event/state
the respective value change will trigger an
event message. if the filter is deactivated, no
event messages will be sent
Available states depend on the instance:
Examples:
• Temperature Sensor: temperature
value
•
Humidity Sensor: humidity value
DALI-2 Instances, Information

The following examples show the evaluation
of sensor values of the generic Lunatone instances based on the temperature instance.
The same procedure also applies to air pressure, air quality, CO2 equivalent and humidity.
For a technical description of all supported
commands of the generic Lunatone instances
see appendix page 9.
Query and evaluation of Temperature value:
The temperature value is made up of the input
value and the input value latch. The number
of relevant bits is specified via the resolution:
Query Resolution
→
answer: 0x0A
0x0A [hex] = 10 [dec]: the information is contained in 10 bits:
Query Input Value
→
Query Input Value Latch →

answer: 0x6C
answer: 0x9B

0x6C = 0110 1100
0x9B = 1001 1011
➔ 0110 1100 10 = 434 [dec]
For the DALI-2 CS THP temperature sensor the
resolution is 0.1°C, the value range is: -20°C to
+ 80°C (this information can be found in the
sensor datasheet but can also be queried from
the device, see next example for more information)
➔ 434 ∗ 0.1°𝐶 = 43.4°𝐶
➔ 43.4°𝐶 – 20°𝐶 = 23.4 °𝐶
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More details on temperature value query and
evaluation
Details on Querying:
A query (24bit DALI frame) consists of:
device address*2+1

instancenr.

query command code

In this example we have a sensor with:
DALI-2 address: A02
temperature instance: instancenr. 2

QUERY VALUE DIVISOR
QUERY OFFSET MSB
QUERY OFFSET LSB
QUERY OFFSET MULTIPLICATOR
QUERY OFFSET DIVISOR
QUERY UNIT
QUERY RESOLUTION

The value is then made up as follows:

The read unit value can be assigned from the
following table:

Query command codes:
QUERY VALUE MULTIPLICATOR

Details on Evaluation:
Information on the resolution and value range
is not only available from the data sheet but
can also be queried:

Wert
0
1
12
15
16

0x40
0x41
0x42
0x43
0x44
0x45
0x46
0x81

Einheit

Thermodynamic temperature [K]
CO2-eq (CO2 equivalent) [ppm]
Relative humidity [%]
Barometric pressure [hPa]
IAQ (Indoor Air Quality) [1]

These values and assignment of units are specific to Lunatone sensors

QUERY Resolution
device address*2+1
01

instancenr.
02

query command code
81

Queries can be sent from the DALI Cockpit >
DALI Bus > DALI Commands..:

From the answers follows:
Value Multiplicator
Value Divisor
Offset MSB und LSB
Offset Multiplicator

[hex]
0x01
0x0A
0x62E3
0x01

[dec]
1
10
25315
1

Offset Divisor
Unit

0x64
0x00

100
Kelvin

𝑇[𝐾] = 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
=

=

With the responses from the sensor, the calculation can be continued as in the first example.
DALI-2 Instances, Information

1
1
+ 25315
10
100

𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
+ 253.15
10

434
+ 253.15 = 296.55 𝐾
10

𝑇[°𝐶] = 𝑇[𝐾] − 273.15 = 23.4°𝐶
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Appendix: Technical Documentation Lunatone DALI-2 Sensor Instances
Lunatone DALI-2 sensor instances enable the access of various sensors over the DALI bus.
They are fully DALI-2 compatible by being implemented as DALI-2 "Generic purpose" instances (instance type 0, see IEC 62386-103).

1. Units
To distinguish the different sensor instances (all have DALI-2 instance type 0) the "unit" is used. It can
be queried with the command "QUERY UNIT" (see Table 3). At the time of the creation of this
document the following "units" are defined for Lunatone DALI-2 sensor instances:
Unit - Value

Description

0

Thermodynamic temperature [K]

1

CO2-eq (CO2 equivalent) [ppm]

2 - 11

reserved

12

Relative humidity [%]

13 - 14

reserved

15

Barometric pressure [hPa]

16

IAQ (Indoor Air Quality) [1]

17 - 255

reserved

Table 1: Units

2. Commands
As DALI-2 instances of type 0 ("Generic purpose", IEC 62386-103) Lunatone sensor instances
implement the following DALI-2 standard commands:
Command

Address
byte

Instance
byte

Opcode
byte

Description

SET EVENT PRIORITY

Device

Instance

0x61

see IEC 62386-103

ENABLE INSTANCE

Device

Instance

0x62

see IEC 62386-103

DISABLE INSTANCE

Device

Instance

0x63

see IEC 62386-103

SET PRIMARY INSTANCE GROUP

Device

Instance

0x64

see IEC 62386-103

SET INSTANCE GROUP 1

Device

Instance

0x65

see IEC 62386-103

SET INSTANCE GROUP 2

Device

Instance

0x66

see IEC 62386-103

SET EVENT SCHEME

Device

Instance

0x67

see IEC 62386-103

SET EVENT FILTER

Device

Instance

0x68

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY INSTANCE TYPE

Device

Instance

0x80

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY RESOLUTION

Device

Instance

0x81

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY INSTANCE ERROR

Device

Instance

0x82

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY INSTANCE STATUS

Device

Instance

0x83

see IEC 62386-103

DALI-2 Instances, Information
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QUERY EVENT PRIORITY

Device

Instance

0x84

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY INSTANCE ENABLED

Device

Instance

0x86

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY PRIMARY INSTANCE GROUP

Device

Instance

0x88

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY INSTANCE GROUP 1

Device

Instance

0x89

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY INSTANCE GROUP 2

Device

Instance

0x8A

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY EVENT SCHEME

Device

Instance

0x8B

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY INPUT VALUE

Device

Instance

0x8C

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY INPUT VALUE LATCH

Device

Instance

0x8D

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY FEATURE TYPE

Device

Instance

0x8E

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY NEXT FEATURE TYPE

Device

Instance

0x8F

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY EVENT FILTER 0-7

Device

Instance

0x90

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY EVENT FILTER 8-15

Device

Instance

0x91

see IEC 62386-103

QUERY EVENT FILTER 16-23

Device

Instance

0x92

see IEC 62386-103

Table 2: Standard commands

In addition the following sensor-specific commands are implemented:
Command

Address
byte

Instance
byte

Opcode
byte

Description

SET REPORT TIMER

Device

Instance

0x30

Sets the report time to the value of
"DTR0".

SET HYSTERESIS

Device

Instance

0x31

Sets the input-hysteresis to the value of
"DTR0".
(If "DTR0" > 25, the value of hysteresis
will not change.)

SET DEADTIME TIMER

Device

Instance

0x32

Sets the dead time to the value of
"DTR0".

SET HYSTERESIS MIN

Device

Instance

0x33

Sets the input-hysteresis-minimum to
the value of "DTR0".

QUERY HYSTERESIS MIN

Device

Instance

0x3C

Returns the hysteresis minimum.

QUERY DEADTIME TIMER

Device

Instance

0x3D

Returns the dead time.

QUERY REPORT TIMER

Device

Instance

0x3E

Returns the report time.

QUERY HYSTERESIS

Device

Instance

0x3F

Returns the hysteresis.

QUERY VALUE MULTIPLICATOR

Device

Instance

0x40

Returns the value-multiplicator.

QUERY VALUE DIVISOR

Device

Instance

0x41

Returns the value-divisor.

QUERY OFFSET MSB

Device

Instance

0x42

Returns the MSB of the offset.
(The offset is a signed 16 bit integer.)

QUERY OFFSET LSB

Device

Instance

0x43

Returns the LSB of the offset
(The offset is a signed 16 bit integer.)

DALI-2 Instances, Information
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QUERY OFFSET MULTIPLICATOR

Device

Instance

0x44

Returns the offset-multiplicator.

QUERY OFFSET DIVISOR

Device

Instance

0x45

Returns the offset-divisor.

QUERY UNIT

Device

Instance

0x46

Returns the unit.

Table 3: Sensor specific commands

3. Querying the "input-value"
The DALI-"input-value" can be queried with the commands "QUERY INPUT VALUE" and "QUERY
INPUT VALUE LATCH" (see Table 2). On receiving the command "QUERY INPUT VALUE" the instance
latches its current "input-value" and answers with the most significant byte of the latched value. In
case the "input-value" has more than one byte, the next lesser significant byte can be queried with
the command "QUERY INPUT VALUE LATCH". This can be repeated until all bytes are read. Further
"QUERY INPUT VALUE LATCH"-commands will be answered with a DALI-"NO".
If the DALI-"input-value" resolution (see "QUERY RESOLUTION" Table 2) is not an integer multiple of
8, the least significant byte will contain the remaining bits of "input-value" as most significant bits,
unused bits contain a repeating pattern of the "input-value" bits. (see IEC 62386-103 9.7.2)

4. Interpretation of the "input-value"
The DALI-"input-value" of the sensor instance, either queried by "QUERY INPUT VALUE" and "QUERY
INPUT VALUE LATCH" or sent as an event (see 5. Events), can be converted to the value of the
underlying physical property by using the value-multiplicator, value-divisor, offset-multiplicator,
offset-divisor, offset and "unit" according to:
𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 [𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡] = 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
+ 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡
𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑟
𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑟

Example: DALI-2 CS THP AQ (Article Number: 86457786-INT-AQ)
The DALI-2 CS THP AQ has 4 Lunatone sensor instances (instance 2, ... ,5).
(In the following it is assumed, that the DALI-2 CS THP AQ has the DALI 24-bit address A02.)
Instance 2 (Temperature sensor):
DALI 24-bit Frame

Frame Description

8-bit
Answer

Evaluation

0x010281

QUERY RESOLUTION

0x0A

Resolution = 10
(10 bits)

0x010246

QUERY UNIT

0x00

Unit = 0
(Thermodynamic temperature [K])

0x010240

QUERY VALUE MULTIPLICATOR

0x01

Value-multiplicator = 1

0x010241

QUERY VALUE DIVISOR"

0x0A

Value-divisor = 10

0x010242

QUERY OFFSET MSB

0x62

see next

0x010243

QUERY OFFSET LSB

0xE3

Offset = 25315

DALI-2 Instances, Information
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(The offset is a signed 16 bit integer.)
0x010244

QUERY OFFSET MULTIPLICATOR

0x01

Offset-multiplicator = 1

0x010245

QUERY OFFSET DIVISOR

0x64

Offset-divisor = 100

Table 4: Instance 2 (Temperature Sensor)
So an "input-value" of 0 yields a temperature of 253.15 K or -20.0 °C, an "input-value" of 420 yields a
temperature of 295.15 K or 22.0 °C.

5. Events
A Lunatone DALI-2 sensor instance is capable of sending a DALI-2 event. The encoded event
information is dependent on the resolution:
•
•

Resolution > 10: The event carries the 10 most significant bits of the "input-value".
Resolution ≤ 10: The event carries the "input-value" as most significant bits, unused bits
contain a repeating pattern of the "input-value" bits. (see IEC 62386-103 9.7.2)

A Lunatone DALI-2 sensor event can either be triggered by the report timer (see 6. Report time and
Dead time.) or by a change of the "input-value" with respect to the hysteresis (see 7. Hysteresis).

6. Report time and Dead time
Lunatone DALI-2 sensor instances have a report timer, that allows the periodic transmission of sensor
events. Every time the report timer expires the current "input-value" is sent as a DALI-2 event
(encoded according to 5. Events). The report timer can be set with the command "SET REPORT
TIMER" and queried with the command "QUERY REPORT TIMER".
Additionally, a deadtime timer is implemented, that can block the event transmission. It can be used
to reduce the number of events in case events are triggered by a change of the sensor "input-value".
The deadtime timer can be set with the command "SET DEADTIME TIMER" and queried with the
command "QUERY DEADTIME TIMER".
The 8-bit timer value has to be multiplied with the timer increment (see Table 5) to get the actual
time. For example, a report timer value of 20 yields a report time of 1 second (20 * 50 ms = 1 s).
Further the timers have a minimum and a maximum value (see Table 5).
Time

Increment

Minimum

Maximum

Remark

Report time

50 ms

0s

12.75 s

The report timer is disabled, if the report
time is set to 0.
(If the report time is shorter than the dead
time, the report time will be equal to the
dead time.)

Dead time

1s

1s

4 min 15 s

The deadtime timer is disabled, if the dead
time is set to 0.

Table 5: Timer parameters
DALI-2 Instances, Information
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7. Hysteresis
To avoid the flooding of the DALI-bus with events on small changes of the sensor "input-value" a
hysteresis is used.
The hysteresis is defined by two parameters, the input-hysteresis (a relative value in %, max. 25, see
Table 3) and the input-hysteresis-minimum (an absolute value). Both parameters can be set and
queried with the commands "SET HYSTERESIS", "SET HYSTERESIS MIN", "QUERY HYSTERESIS" and
"QUERY HYSTERESIS MIN".
The width of the hysteresis (hysteresis-band) is given as the input-hysteresis percentage of the
current "input-value". To prevent very narrow hysteresis-bands, there is also an input-hysteresisminimum. So, the actual hysteresis-band is the maximum of:
•
•

input-hysteresis percentage of "input-value" and
input-hysteresis-minimum

The hysteresis-band is not symmetrical towards the "input-value". When an event is generated the
hysteresis-band is recalculated and the thresholds hysteresis-band-high and hysteresis-band-low are
set according to:
•

•

if the "input-value" is greater than the old hysteresis-band-high, then:
▪ new hysteresis-band-high is set to "input-value" and
▪ new hysteresis-band-low is set to max("input-value" - hysteresis-band, 0)
if the "input-value" is less than the old hysteresis-band-low, then:
▪ new hysteresis-band-low is set to "input-value" and
▪ new hysteresis-band-high is set to "input-value" + hysteresis-band

Whenever the "input-value" is greater than the hysteresis-band-high or less than the hysteresis-bandlow a Lunatone DALI-2 sensor event is created.
(The initial values of hysteresis-band-high and hysteresis-band-low are 0, so that the first non-zero
"input-value" will force an event.)
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